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Sim3DCad
Intended as an additional enhancement for the GraphicView, the Sim3DCad is a small CADlike window, offering the possibility to set-up geometries that are not covered by the standard
Sim3D_Max primitives.
Generally, Sim3DCad handles with bodies represented by polyhedrons of any shape, but, as a
major constraint, their faces must be represented by convex polygons. A material can be
specified for each body. Typically a body consists of one polyhedron, but it may be defined
by more polyhedrons too. Later in this chapter, a detailed description for all editing and
construction features will be given together with other constraints and how to fulfill them.
Once the scene is build up (by one or more bodies), computational grid coordinates can be
loaded from the local SpatialGrid entry or from external coordx, coordy, coordz files. Based
on these coordinates and the material assigned to each body, Sim3DCad can build up and save
the geometry index file of the scene which can then be used later in a simulation run with
Sim3D_Max inside a ReadGeometry primitive.
Sim3DCad can be started from the main menu View or by a click on the corresponding
Toolbar icon:
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As an example, the above picture shows the aspect of the Sim3DCad as it may appear
immediately after start up (details may vary according to your individual settings).

General Considerations
In addition to the body-polyhedrons, the display contains several other elements, mainly as
aiding entities for the various possible manipulations of the scene. Since the well-known
mouse cursor can be used only in two dimensions, a new entity called 3D-cursor has been
introduced in Sim3DCad as a pointing device to identify a point in space. A 3D-cursor is
always represented as three crossing lines. The lines are always parallel to the coordinate axes
and are colored accordingly: red for x, green for y and blue for z.
There are five 3D-cursors implemented: one major and four minor 3D-cursors, all displayed
in the above picture of Sim3DCad. Typically, the major 3D-cursor is displayed larger then the
minor cursors, just for better recognition on the screen, but this can be modified arbitrarily
within the Accessoires dialog box (see later).
The minor cursors are used to span three helper vectors, which may serve later as reference
vectors for translations or rotations. In the Sim3DCad picture above, these vectors are colored
yellow, dark-yellow and brown. The dark-yellow and brown vectors may be specified
arbitrarily (please read the Helper Vectors section for details), but the yellow vector is
always computed automatically as cross-product of the other two and as such cannot be
modified directly. Consequently, the minor 3D-cursor on top of the yellow vector is set
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always automatically by Sim3DCad and cannot be chosen arbitrarily. All other 3D-cursors
can be positioned anywhere in the scene.
Additionally, two other helper vectors are defined: the translation and the rotation vector. As
the name suggests, they define the direction for translations and the rotation-axis for rotations.
For more details, please read the Translation and Rotation paragraphs later in this chapter.
Finally, the coordinate axes are displayed (x-axis:red, y-axis:green and z-axis:blue) and serve
not only as a visual reference, but also as entities that can specify a direction (vectors), as will
be described in the following.

Using the Mouse
The buttons and wheel of the standard mouse attached to the PC can be used as following:
- the scroll wheel serves to zoom-in/out the scene. When during wheeling the Ctrl-button is
hold down, a different action is performed: it may be a translation, a rotation or a rescaling
(inflation/deflation), which must be previously specified in the corresponding dialog boxes
(Translation, Rotation and Scale).
- the right button is used exclusively to select or deselect a body, a polygon (face) or a vertex.
Which is selected must be specified previously in the Selector dialog box. If none is specified
for selection, nothing happens.
- the left button is used to drag objects on the scene, to rotate or to translate the scene.
Dragging means moving the mouse while holding the button down. If the Ctrl and Shift keys
are hold down during drawing, then the complete scene is translated, if none is hold down
then the scene is rotated and if only the Ctrl key is hold down then only the selected bodies
will be translated. It is important to note that the translations occur only in one of the XY, XZ
or YZ planes. Which of the planes is used, depends on the orientation of the scene: the plane
that makes the smallest angle with the screen projection plane is taken.

Menu commands
The buttons to the left of the Sim3DCad window are short-cuts for the following menu
commands, which will be described next.
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File Handling
Sim3DCad can load data from three kind of files:

a proprietary Sim3DCad format, called Sim3DCad script, from Sim3D_Max geometry input
files and from VRML files. Currently, only VRML version 1.0 is supported.

The scene under construction can be saved as Sim3DCad script or as a VRML file. Details for
each format will follow later. Also, please note that a Sim3DCad scene cannot be stored as a
Sim3D_Max geometry input file.
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The menu commands Save and Load allow to save or load a complete scene, while the menu
commands Save selected and Insert allow to save only selected bodies of it or to add to the
current scene the content of another file.
For convenience, two additional commands are available: Backup and Restore, which save or
load the complete scene to/from a special file named always SIM3DCAD_BACKUP.TXT.
They allow to quickly preserve a scene before doing complicated operations and restore the
backup-ed scene in case of unsatisfactory results.

Load coord will try to load the coordx, coordy and coordz files (generated by Sim3D_Max),
which define the computational domain and are needed to generate the geometry index file
output. Usually, the computational domain is taken automatically from the Spatial Grid entry
of the current Sim3D_Max file under edit. The Load coord button can be used to overrule this
behavior and load the computational domain from the coodx, coordy and coordz files
generated by Sim3D_Max in previous runs. Please note that the values in coordx, coordy and
coordz may not be identical with the values taken directly from the SpatialGrid entry if the
TreeView of Sim3D_MaxGUI.
The following picture illustrates how to pass the Spatial Grid data to the Sim3DCad by
opening the right-button popup-menu associated with the Spatial Grid entry of the TreeView
and selecting Update Sim3DCAD menu command.

The geometry index file can be generated and saved with the Save GEO file menu item.
Important to know: since this operation involves lot of computations, it may take a
considerable amount of time (even minutes, depending on the scene complexity and
computational grid size).
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Sim3DCad Scripts
Sim3DCad is storing the constructed scene in simple text-files that contain the polygondescription for each face, which makes easy to generate geometries by foreign programs, or
even by hand with any text editor.
For each body of the scene a block of lines starting with
CSG_BODY: bodyname-string
and ending with
CSG_BODY_END bodyname-string
is inserted in the file. All the lines between these will refer to that body. They may have one
of the following forms:
vhex_id(x,y,z) will add a new vertex having the coordinates (x,y,z) to the body. The line
must start with the letter ‘v’ followed by a hexadecimal number hex_id which must be unique
inside the corresponding CSG_BODY block. This number can be used later in the block to
build up faces (closed polygons).
phex_id(hex_id1,hex_id2,…..,hex_idn) will add a new face to the body. The face will be
build up as a polygon with n edges and hex_id1,hex_id2,…..,hex_idn specify existing
vertices. The vertices must be arranged clockwise, as viewed from outside the body.
Finally a line like
MATERIAL: materialname-string
will set the material name of the body. This name will be used in Sim3DCad to generate the
final material index file.
As an example, the following text fields describe a cube (center of cube: 0,0,0 and edge
length: 2)
CSG_BODY: cube_A
MATERIAL: Silver
v1(-1,-1,-1)
v2(-1,1,-1)
v3(1,1,-1)
v4(1,-1,-1)
v5(-1,-1,1)
v6(-1,1,1)
v7(1,1,1)
v8(1,-1,1)
p1(1,4,3,2)
p2(5,6,7,8)
p3(1,5,8,4)
p4(2,3,7,6)
p5(1,2,6,5)
p6(3,4,8,7)
CSG_BODY_END cube_A
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CSG_BODY: cube_A
MATERIAL: Silver
v008F1200(-1,-1,-1)
v008F1130(-1,1,-1)
v008F10F0(1,1,-1)
v008F10B0(1,-1,-1)
v008F1070(-1,-1,1)
v008F1030(-1,1,1)
v008F2FC0(1,1,1)
v008F2F80(1,-1,1)
p008F2E30(008F1200,008F10B0,008F10F0,008F1130)
p008F2BC0(008F1070,008F1030,008F2FC0,008F2F80)
p008F29E0(008F1200,008F1070,008F2F80,008F10B0)
p008F2800(008F1130,008F10F0,008F2FC0,008F1030)
p008F2620(008F1200,008F1130,008F1030,008F1070)
p008F2440(008F10F0,008F10B0,008F2F80,008F2FC0)
CSG_BODY_END cube_A
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Both fields describe the same cube and illustrate that it is not necessary to enumerate
explicitly the vertices and polygons of the body (as in the left text field), but it is enough to
choose an arbitrary unique hexadecimal number (as in the right text field).
Also note that the vertices that make each polygonal face are ordered clockwise, when viewed
from outside the cube. This is very important for the later modifications of the body in
Sim3DCad, since otherwise the various algorithms may fail.
When Sim3DCad saves a scene in a Sim3DCad script-file, only such CSG_BODY –
CSG_BODY_END blocks are generated, but in addition to these CSG_BODY CSG_BODY_END blocks, several special commands are understood by Sim3DCad when it
imports scenes. The input parser of Sim3D_Max interprets all lines that begin with the letter
‘c’ as a command line.
The following commands are available yet (note that they start all with a ‘c’):
cunion(bodyname,body_A,body_B)
cdifference(bodyname,body_A,body_B)
cintersection(bodyname,body_A,body_B)
Given two distinct bodies body_A and body_B, these three commands build a new body
bodyname by applying boolean operators on them. body_A and body_B will be removed from
the scene. The new body will bear the same material as body_A.
cequal(bodyname,body_A)
Creates a new body as a copy of body_A.
ccreate(bodyname)
Creates a new empty body.
cmaterial(bodyname,material_name)
Assigns the material material_name to the body bodyname.
cdestroy(bodyname)
Removes the body bodyname from the scene.
ccube(bodyname,x0,y0,z0,Lx,Ly,Lz)
Constructs a parallelepiped.
cellipsoid(bodyname,x0,y0,z0,rx,ry,rz,n,m)
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Constructs an ellipsoid. To generate a sphere set rx=ry=rz. Since Sim3DCad does not deal
with curved surfaces, the ellipsoid is build up from planar faces. The parameters n and m
specify the number of face-rows and face-columns.
cpyramid(bodyname,x0,y0,z0,Rx,Ry,h,n,m)
Constructs a pyramidal structure having the height h. To obtain a cone, increase the m value.
ctorus(bodyname,x0,y0,z0,Rx,Ry,rx,rz,n,m)
Constructs a toroidal body (donut shaped).
ctranslation(bodyname,dx,dy,dz)
crotation(bodyname,angle,xdir,ydir,zdir)
crotation(bodyname,angle,x0,y0,z0,xdir,ydir,zdir)
cinflation(bodyname,factor)
The last four commands perform specific geometric transformations on the body specified by
bodyname. In the short form of rotation it is assumed that the rotation axis goes through the
barycenter of the body.
A general, arbitrary transformation can be applied to the vertices of a body with the command
ctransform(bodyname,a00,a01,a02,a03,a10,a11,a12,a13,a20,a21,a22,a23,a30,a31,a32,a33)
where a00 … a33 are the elements of a 4x4 transformation matrix:
⎡ a 00
⎢ a10
M =⎢
⎢a 20
⎢
⎣ a30

a 01
a11
a 21
a31

a 02
a12
a 22
a32

a 03⎤
a13 ⎥⎥
a 23⎥
⎥
a33⎦

The vertices are transformed by multiplication with the transformation matrix
Vnew = M · V
Explicitly:
xnew = a00·x + a01·y+a02·z+a03
ynew = a10·x + a11·y+a12·z+a13
znew = a20·x + a21·y+a22·z+a23
The fourth coordinate of each tri-dimensional vertex is set to 1. Hence, with a03, a13 and a23
a translation can be applied in addition to scale or rotation operations. The coefficients a30,
a31, a32 and a33 are not used yet and should be specified as 0 (except a23 which should be
set to 1).
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Notes
When a command is used inside a CSG_BODY - CSG_BODY_END block, the bodyname
parameter of the command may be set to ‘???’, in which case the ‘???’ will be replaced by
the name of the current body (given in the initiating CSG_BODY line of the block).
When a command is used outside of a CSG_BODY - CSG_BODY_END block, then two
cases arise: a body named bodyname exists or it does not exist. If it exists it will be emptied
before the command will be executed and if it does not exist it will be created as an empty
body prior to the command execution.

VRML Files
In order to increase the flexibility, Sim3DCad can import VRML files generated by other
CAD-programs who are able to export their data in this format. VRML stands for Virtual
Reality Modeling Language and exists currently in three versions (1.0, 2.0 also known as
VRML97 and 3.0 also known as X3D). Currently, Sim3DCad supports Version 1.0.
Although it is not necessary to gain much expertise in VRML, some basic information may
be useful to solve small problems that may occur.
VRML files are text files that can be edited with any ordinary text-editor. Their typical
extension is *.wrl (for VRML 1.0 and 2.0) or *.x3d (for VRML 3.0).
They contain various type of commands, from which only a subset describe the geometry of a
scene (which in the context of VRML is called world). Furthermore, a VRML scene may
contain not only solid bodies, but also dots, lines or other geometric entities that does not
represent solid bodies.
As such, two important consequences follow:
-

Sim3DCad considers only those VRML commands (which in VRML are called
nodes) which give useful data for solid modeling. Other commands will be simply
ignored.

-

after import, it is recommended and very useful to verify if the imported geometry
fulfills the five restrictions mentioned later in this document (see the Boolean CSG
operation section).

The following VRML 1.0 nodes are understood by Sim3DCad:
Separator, MatrixTransform, Translation, Scale, Sphere, Cube, Coordinate3, Cylinder,
IndexedFaceSet, Info, DEF, USE.
From the listed nodes, only the Sphere, Cube, Cylinder and IndexedFaceSet will generate
new polyhedra. When an Info node is encountered, Sim3DCad looks closer at the string
contained in it and tries to extract the body-name (if the string is of the form
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‘BODYNAME:letter_sequence’or the material name (if the string has the form
‘MATERIAL:letter_sequence’). If none of the above forms are encountered, the body-name
is set equal to the info-string. If no Info-node is found at all, the body-name is set to sphere,
cube, cylinder or indexed_face_set (depending on the node name that generates the body).
Since body-names must be unique within a Sim3DCad scene, an index may be appended to
them, in case other bodies with same name exist already. In any of the last two cases, the
material-name is build by appending ‘_material’ to the body-name.
According to the VRML1.0 specification the first line in the VRML file must always be
exactly #VRML V1.0 ascii, otherwise Sim3DCad will report an error.

Sim3D_Max Geometry Files
Sim3D_Max geometry files can be imported in two ways: either from file (with the Load or
Insert options) or directly from the GeometryFile section of the TreeView . To do so, simply
open the right-button popup-menu associated to the GeometryFile entry and select the Update
Sim3DCAD menu command, as illustrated below.

In this case the complete geometry is loaded into Sim3DCad. The following picture illustrates
how to transfer single geometry primitives into Sim3DCad:

NOTE: currently the ConformalLayer primitive is not supported.
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Construction
Even if it is possible to generate the scene-files manually with any external text editor, it is
obvious that this becomes prohibitive even for moderate geometries. Hence, the Construction
dialog box may be used to generate new bodies or to modify existing ones. Its aspect is shown
below.

Within this dialog box, single commands or a whole sequence of commands can be
performed. Single commands can be executed with the Execute command button, which
takes the text from the edit-field of the combo-box and passes it to the CAD-engine. The
executed commands are kept in the combo for later usage. Furthermore, they are appended to
the commands in the editor area. The sequence of commands from that editor can be launched
with the Execute script button or saved/load to/from external files with the Load and Save
buttons.
The Command Pool combo box contains a list of predefined command templates:
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When one of them is selected, then it will copied into the Execute command combo where it
can be modified before passing it to Sim3DCad for execution with the Execute command
button.

Helper vectors

As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, Sim3DCad displays three helper vectors,
which may be used for translations, rotations or other operations. Two of them, V1 and V2,
can be specified arbitrarily, the third vector V3 is computed as cross-product V1 x V2.
V1 is pointing from the vertex P0 to P1 and V2 is pointing from P0 to P2. P0, P1 and P2 are
the coordinates of three minor 3D-cursors, the fourth will be placed on top of V3.
The coordinates labeled with 3D-CURSOR are the coordinates of the major 3D-cursor. All
coordinate values (ordered as x, y and z, from top to bottom) can be directly typed in the edit
boxes and applied by a click on the OK button, or, more comfortable, they may be picked up
from the scene by selecting entities with the right mouse button. For this, click on one of the
PICK check buttons then select something in the scene. The coordinates of the selected entity
are then assigned to the corresponding 3D-cursor. If a vertex or another 3D-cursor is selected,
then its coordinates are taken. If a polygon (face) or a body is selected, then its barycenter is
taken. What entity will be selected, depends on the settings in the Selector dialog box. Upon
selection, the PICK button is automatically unchecked.
The PICKDIR check-buttons allow to specify the V1 and V2 vectors by a right mouse button
click on any of the other vector-arrows eventually displayed in the scene (including one of the
coordinate axes). It works similarly to the PICK buttons.
The GLUE check-button works similar to the PICKs but has a reversed functionality: instead
of setting the coordinates of the major 3D-cursor to the coordinates of the selected entity, the
coordinates of the selected entity will be set to the coordinates of the major 3D-cursor. For
example, if a body is selected while GLUE is checked then that body will be translated so that
its barycenter will take the coordinates of the major 3D-cursor.
Finally, the Display V1, Display V2 and Display V3 check-buttons allow to remove the V1,
V2 and/or V3 vector-arrows from the displayed scene.
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Translation

Another helper vector, used for translations, can be specified in this dialog box. The PICK
and PICKDIR buttons work similarly to the other PICK buttons in all dialog boxes. The
Translate+ and Translate- buttons translate all selected entities along the translation vector
by the specified distance. Note that Translate- will invert the sign of the distance value before
translating. The Clone button works the same as Translate+, but instead of moving the
selected bodies, copies of them will be added to the scene at the destination of the translation.
The Wheel check-button, when checked, instructs Sim3DCad to perform Translate+ or
Translate- on each turn with the mouse-wheel. Other dialog boxes have also Wheel buttons,
but they have an exclusive functionality: whenever one of the Wheel check boxes is selected,
the others will be unchecked automatically, so the wheel of the mouse will perform only one
specific action when turned. The translation-vector will not be drawn if the Display V
checkbox is unchecked.

Rotation

The rotation uses, similarly to the translation, also a vector that must be specified in this
dialog box. All buttons work in same way as described previously in the Translation section.
The angle has to be specified in degrees.
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Inflate/Deflate

In addition to rotate or translate selected entities, Sim3DCad offers the possibility to increase
or decrease the size of them, exploding the scene. In contrast to the rotation and translation
this operation does not need a vector, but a reference point instead. When Inflate Bodies is
checked, each selected body is inflated/deflated round its own barycenter. If case Inflate
Scene is checked, the reference point is set to the mean value of the barycenters of the
selected bodies. The Inflate Selection will use the reference point specified explicitly in the
dialog box.

Boolean CSG operation

As the most complex operation, but simple to use, two different bodies may be combined by
one of the indicated boolean operation to build a new shape for Body A. If the B survives
checkbox is activated then Body B will survive the operation unmodified, otherwise it will be
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removed from the scene. Body A and Body B can be selected from the scene, Body A being
always the most recent selected one.
As a simple example, the above operations are illustrated for the following simple scene
containing two overlapping cubes (displayed as wire-frames for clarity):

Intersection and union:

Difference A-B and B-A:
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One should be aware that these operations are very sensitive to numerical errors, hence a
floating point granularity is used internally. Typically it is taken automatically as 1/100000 of
the total extent of the two involved bodies, but if other value is desired then the Automatic
check-box must be unchecked and a value typed in the edit-box.
Furthermore, the faces of the bodies must represent real solids, e.g. they must fulfill the
following five restrictions:
-

must be convex polygons and planar.
the faces of a body are not allowed to intersect each other
their vertices must be specified clockwise, when viewed from the exterior of the body
no three vertices of a face may be collinear
each face may not contain the same vertex twice

If any of the above rules are violated, the boolean operations will fail.

Selector

As mentioned already in this chapter, the right mouse button may be used to select specific
entities that are displayed on the screen. The Bodies, Polygons and Vertices check-buttons
allow to specify what kind of object to be selected upon a right mouse click. The selected
items will be stored internally in three selection stacks (lists): a body-list, a polygon-list and a
vertex-list. A right mouse click on an already selected entity will remove that entity from the
corresponding list.
The Select ALL button will select all chosen entities of the scene. To clear the specific chosen
selection list, perform a right mouse click on the display background.
The Normals, Faces, Wires and Vertices buttons act only on the body-selection-list and
toggle the display of face normals, faces, edge-wires and vertices of the selected bodies. The
following pictures illustrate some options.

Especially the face-normals are useful to determine visually if the vertex order of a face is
correct: they must always point out from the body. If not, the vertex order is wrong and must
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be inversed. The length of the face-normals can be modified within the Accessories dialog
box.

Info and Edit
This dialog box displays the current selection lists (bodies first, followed by polygons and
vertices) together with the coordinates of the selected items. For bodies and polygons (faces)
the coordinates of the barycenter are shown. A right mouse click on any displayed item will
open a small edit box over that item, allowing to modify the value.

It should be noted that modifying the barycenter-coordinates of a body or polygon will result
in a translation of that body of polygon. Also, the modifications should be done very
carefully, since it is easy to get in conflict with the previously mentioned five consistency
rules.

Trim

This panel offers the following specialized operations:
Tesselate non-planar will subdivide non-planar face-polygons such that the resulting splitters
will be all planar. Non-planar faces may result from modification of vertex-coordinates and
can be corrected with this command.
Tesselate non-convex will subdivide non-convex face-polygons such that the resulting
splitters will be all convex. Non-convex faces may result from modification of vertexcoordinates and can be corrected with this command.
CCW<->CW will toggle the vertex orientation of the selected polygons or bodies from
clockwise to counter-clockwise and vice-versa.
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Split polygon. Given two selected vertices of the same face-polygon, this command will
connect them, inserting an edge and splitting the face in two.
Make planar will test all selected polygons if their vertices lie in the same plane (this may
happen only for polygons that have more then 3 vertices, of course). If the polygon is nonplanar, a mean-plane is computed and all vertices are projected onto this mean-plane. Please
note that no tessellation (subdivision) will happen, but since the coordinates of the vertices get
changed, the adjacent polygons may became non-convex or non-planar and may require
further attention.

CleanUp will check all polygons of all the bodies of the scene. It will remove all illegal
polygons (non-convex or degenerate, that is with less then 3 vertices) and will try to reduce
the number of polygons used by merging adjacent faces, if possible. Two adjacent faces are
merged, if they are coplanar and the resulting polygon remains convex.
MakePolygon will build a new polygon from the selected vertices and add it to the body that
owns the vertices. All vertices must belong to the same body.
AddVertexToBody will add a new vertex to the body specified by its name in the edit-box to
the right of the AddVertexToBody button. The new vertex will bear the coordinates of the
major 3D-cursor. If no body with the specified name is found in the scene, a new one is
created.
PICK allows to pick-up an existing body from the scene for a subsequent use of the
AddVertexToBody feature.

ABCD. For each face and body certain parameters (like plane-coefficients, face-normal,
barycenters etc.) must be continuously computed from the vertex coordinates during the
session. Although Sim3DCad performs automatically these computations when necessary, the
ABCD button will perform them on demand.
Check. Will check all faces for the aforementioned five solid-rules.
Remove. Will remove the selected bodies from the scene. Please note that single faces or
vertices cannot be removed.
Clone. Will construct for each selected body a copy, located at same position. Hence, after
applying this command, the resulting clones should be translated immediately, otherwise they
can not be discerned visually from their generating body.
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Display options

The background color of the display may be chosen here. If the Backcolor (RGB) check
button is unchecked, the default Windows color is used (as specified by the operating system,
typically white). If the Backcolor (RGB) button is checked, then a gradient may be applied
with the Gradient button.
Ortho specifies the projection mode for the 3D-Rendering: orthographic or perspective.
The Wheel sensitivity slider determines the step size for each turn of the mouse-wheel.

Scene orientation

The scene is initially rendered as having the coordinate origin in the middle of the screen, the
z-axis pointing out of the screen, the x-axis to the right and the y-axis up. Before painting on
the screen, the scene is scaled by the Zoom factor, translated by X-Offset, Y-Offset and ZOffset, rotated around the x-axis by the X-Angle and finally rotated around the y-axis by the
Y-Angle. This allows to view the scene form any spatial orientation angle. Typically all these
parameters will be modified arbitrarily by using the mouse cursor, but if any exact values are
needed then this dialog box should be used. Of course, after typing in the new values, OK has
to be clicked to apply them.
Centre scene will modify the X-Offset, Y-Offset and Z-Offset such that the middle of the
scene appears in the middle of the screen.
Zoom to scene will perform a Centre scene command and will adjust the Zoom such that the
entire scene is visible on the screen. This command is especially useful to automatically ‘find’
the scene immediately after importing from external files (like VRML, etc.)
Zoom to body works similar to Zoom to scene, but instead of the complete scene only the first
selected body is zoomed into the middle of the screen. This is particularly useful to quickly
examine smaller objects in the scene.
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Accessories

Some very specific options can be modified in this dialog box. The display-size of the major
3D-cursor, the minor 3D-cursors and the coordinate axes arrows may be set in the
corresponding edit boxes. The coordinate axes can be removed from display by un-checking
the Show button.
It should be noted that generally Sim3DCad does not use units, so all lengths are simply
numbers, whatever they may represent. The only exception are angle values, which are
always expected in degrees.
Some detailed attention need the Z-Lines, Grid-Lines and Sparse grid lines controls. Gridlines will attach or detach the Sim3D_Max computational domain (previously loaded with the
Load coord command from coordx, coordy and coordz files) from the screen. The grid-lines
are drawn as starting at z-max and ending at z-min for each x and y coordinate found in the
coord-files. For a typical grid there would be many of these gridlines, which would slow
down considerably the drawing of the scene. To avoid this, the Sparse grid lines parameter is
used to skip coordinates, reducing this way the number of displayed lines. When the Auto
button is checked, this parameter is computed automatically such that only approx. twenty xand y-coordinates are displayed.
Having the grid-lines loaded in the scene (not necessarily displayed) , the Z-Lines can then be
computed (during the Save GEO file command) as the intersection of the grid-lines with the
bodies of the scene. Based on this Z-Lines, the Save GEO file routine can find out for each
point in the computational domain it is inside a body or not and hence build up the final
geometry index file. It is important to note that overlapping bodies may lead to inconclusive
output. Such bodies have to be manipulated (for example by a boolean union) to remove the
overlap.
The Z-Lines check-button will enable the drawing of these intersection lines to the screen. As
at the drawing of the grid-lines, the Sparse grid lines parameter is considered for Z-Lines too.
The following image sequence illustrate some cases.
Initial scene:
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Grid coordinates loaded and displayed (Grid-lines checked, after successful Load coord):

Intersection of the grid-lines with the scene bodies (Z-lines checked, Grid-Lines unchecked,
after invocation of Save GEO file command):

In the last picture, the body faces and edges have been removed from the display.
Furthermore, for better visualization it has been displayed somewhat bigger than in the
previous pictures.
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Currently, the grid-lines are always displayed with gray color lines and the z-lines are
displayed with red color lines.

First Steps. A very short primer
As a preparative, open Sim3DGUI and generate a new parameter.input file. Save it into a new
folder and adjust the Working Directory to this folder. Create a new material, say mat1 and
store it into the material-file. Create a geometry that contains a single primitive
ReadGeometry and save it to file. Select a Uniform grid type in the SpatialGrid. Open the
popup-menu with a right click and select the UpdateSim3DCAD command. Upon this,
Sim3DCad should open and the result should look like the following picture:

If the grid is not visible, check the Grid-Lines button in the Accessories dialog box.
Open the Construction dialog box, select the pyramid command from the Command Pool
combo and modify it as shown below:
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Now, uncheck the Grid-Lines button in the Accessories dialog box to remove the grid lines
from display, just for better visualization. Select the pyramid with a right mouse click and
open the Info&Edit dialog box. Perform a right mouse click in the material column (on the
‘???’ string) and type ‘mat1’ in the appearing edit box.

Basically, the scene is ready now. Click on Save GEO to generate the material index file for
the ReadGeometryFile primitive:
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Ensure that you specify the same name as in the ReadGeometryFile entry. In this example it is
user_geom.dat.
Now Sim3D_Max can be launched, but the scene should be stored previously in a Sim3DCad
script file with the Save button.
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Importing GDS files in Sim3DCad
General Considerations
GDS files are binary files which contain 2D geometry data, mainly closed polygons, paths or
arrays of these items. Inside the GDS files, each geometry structure is assigned to a layer. To
generate 3D objects, the importing routine spans the 2D polygons in the XY-plane and rises
them in positive z-direction, thus generating prisms. The z-coordinate of the XY plane and the
height of each 2D structure belonging to the same layer are the same. Hence, a layer map
must be provided, which specifies the elevation and thickness of each layer.
The 2D structures (polygons and paths) can be edited, modified and saved in a separate GDS
file.
The importing process occurs in two stages: first, the GDS file is loaded into the GdsImporter
dialog box where preparative changes can be made, and second, the 3D objects are generated
and passed to Sim3DCad.

Start up

To import a GDS file, open Sim3DCad and click on the Load button . In the appearing File
selector dialog box, specify file type GDSII files as illustrated below:

Select then a GDS file and click open. The selected file will be passed to the main
GdsImporter dialog box, which will automatically pop-up and read in the file.
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The GdsImporter
The GdsImporter dialog box serves as intermediary platform during the GDS import process.
It allows to read, visualize and modify the GDS data and the layer map that is to be used for
the conversion from 2D polygons to 3D prisms.

There are four child dialog boxes implemented, which can be invoked with the Log,
Polygons, GDS content and Layer map buttons. They show up details that help during the
preparation process for the final conversion and will be described later.
The Load GDS file button will take the filename from the associated edit box and load the
specified file into a local copy. Also, the 2D-polygons will be generated from the local GDS
copy. The filename can be modified directly in the edit box or with a browsing file selector
dialog box invoked with the “…” button.
Regenerate will reconstruct the 2D-polygons from the local GDS copy, without reloading the
GDS file. Since the local GDS copy can not be modified, this operation will discard all
geometry changes done within the GdsImporter, restoring the layout as it is content in the
GDS file. Due to its effects, it should be used with precaution.
In contrast, ZoomToFit is harmless and can be used carelessly anytime. It adjusts the zoom of
the graphical display to contain the complete geometry and does not affect any essential
geometrical data.
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The graphical display works similar to the GraphicView, that is, the zoom can be modified
with the scroll-wheel of the mouse and panning can be achieved by dragging with the left
mouse button.
The current 2D geometry can be saved into another GDS file with the Save polygons button.
It should be noted that this GDS file will NOT be a copy of the original GDS file that has
served initially as input for the geometry objects. It will omit the GDS-items that are not
relevant for the geometry and will contain additionally the layer parameters, hence it should
be avoided to overwrite the original GDS file. For this reason, Save polygons will prompt
always for a filename, when invoked.
Save Sim3DCAD script will ask for a filename, convert the 2D geometry objects into 3D
objects, build up and store the resulting Sim3DCAD script.
Update Sim3DCAD works similarly, but instead of storing the 3D-objects into a file it passes
them directly to the Sim3DCad. It is a fast and convenient way to view the result of the
importing process.
Important note: Every time after loading in Sim3DCad, open the Trim dialog box and select
the Tesselate non-convex button to tile-up all non-convex polygons by convex ones. To
reduce the number of faces, click additionally on Clean up.

Within the GdsImporter dialog each polygon/path can be edited graphically by holding down
the Ctrl key and performing a left mouse button click on the polygon/path that is to be edited.
Upon this, on each corner of the polygon (or node of the path) a small rectangle will appear.
Dragging these rectangles with the mouse will modify the corresponding polygon-corner or
path-node. Additionally, a cross is displayed at the barycenter of the edited polygon/path and
a small black circle somewhat aside the cross. By dragging of the cross the whole
polygon/path will be translated. Dragging the circle will rotate the polygon/path around its
barycenter (represented by the cross). Please note that rotations of multiple of 360 degrees
shall be avoided, since due to additive numerical round-offs they may induce an unwanted
small translation in addition to the bare rotation. To terminate the editing session of a
polygon/path just click outside any of the displayed black rectangles, cross or circle.
The following pictures show edit-examples for a polygon and a path.
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The Log
It’s a small dialog box displaying text messages issued by the GdsImporter.

Although not of vital importance, it is recommended to open the log and look at its content in
case of trouble or unexpected behavior of the GdsImporter routines.

The Polygons
This dialog box maintains a list of all polygons and paths used in the displayed geometry.

The name column displays Polygon or Path, depending on the type of structure. Note that
GDS array structures are translated into a set of polygons (or paths). The layer column
displays the layer number to which the polygon or path is assigned. The background color is
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chosen automatically as the material color specified in the global Material Color Pool for the
layer’s material, so it will be the same as the color displayed in the GraphicView and in
Sim3DCad for that material.
One polygon or path can be selected in the list. Its parameters are then displayed in the right
edit field (in the format parameter_name = parameter_value) and the GdsImporter graphic
will draw the selected polygon or path with a bold frame, is illustrated above.
Note that the parameter list is editable, so the values of the parameters can be changed directly
in the right edit list; the modified parameter list will be taken into account when another
polygon or path will be selected.
The layer number can be edited in the polygon list too (not only in the edit box). If the layer
number is not known to the layer map (see later), a black background and red text is chosen to
indicate that the layer is undefined and has to be specified in the layer map. The layer number
has to be a positive integer less then 65535.
Create missing layers will parse the polygon/path list and generate automatically all
undefined layers found.
Scale will multiply the coordinates of all polygons or paths with the value specified in the edit
box. Although any value is permitted, one should be careful when using this command,
especially when the scale value is smaller then 1. For example, since the coordinates of the
various GDS elements are stored as integers in the GDS file, resolution problems may occur
when the coordinate values divided by the grid unit factor (typically 0.001) are scaled to
values that approach unity, because they will be truncated to integers when stored in a GDS
file, distorting seriously the geometry when they are read back.

The GDS Content Viewer
This dialog box list in a readable format the records of the currently loaded GDS file. Since
the GDS files are binary files, it may help to explore their content.
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Note that the GDS file itself cannot be modified. Furthermore, the records are not structured
to reflect the GDS structure-tree, but they are listed linearly one by one as encountered in the
file. The leaves of the displayed tree are introduced to group together records that define a
structure or an element. Please refer to external information sources for a deeper description
of the GDS record types.

The Layer Map
The GDS files contains only 2D geometry data, that is polygons or paths defined in the XYplane each of them being assigned to a layer specified by an integer number. In order to
transform the 2D geometry into 3D objects additional information (concerning z) must be
provided for each of the polygons or paths, information which cannot be found in the GDS
file. Since there may be many polygon/path structures it would be very tedious to assign
manually these z-values to them one by one. It is much simpler to specify these needed values
only to the layer that will delegate automatically the values to all polygons/path that rely on
this layer.
The layer map dialog offers extended features to manipulate these values for each layer
individually. The complete map can be saved and reloaded for subsequent sessions with the
Load and Save buttons. These buttons write or read directly from the file specified in the edit
box. The filename there can be modified directly or with the Layer map file button which
opens a file selector box for it.

Existing layers can be removed from the map with Delete, which will remove only the
selected layer, or with Clear, which will remove all layers in the map. The order in which the
layers appear in the list is irrelevant, what matters are the elevation and thickness values. The
background color is chosen from the global Material Color Pool based on the specified layer
material. Elevation is the z-value of the “ground zero” of the layer and thickness specify the
height of the layer. All 2D polygons or paths belonging to a layer will generate prisms starting
at z = elevation and ending at z = elevation+thickess. Thickness should be a positive real
number. For a better visualizing, the graphic to the left of the dialog box display the
“sandwich” of the all layers. New layers can be generated with the Add new button, which
adds a new layer that has its layer number set to the value specified in the edit box to the right
of the Add new button. If the layer with the specified id-number already exists, nothing
happens.
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The advanced buttons Pile and Adjust will modify all layers that have the elevation greater
then the elevation of the selected layer. Pile will modify the elevations such that the layers lie
exactly one on the other, without interspaces and leaves the thickness unchanged. Adjust
works differently, in the sense that it adjusts the thickness of the layers (leaving the elevation
unchanged) but with the same result: no interspaces between the layers.
When a layer is added automatically (for example with the Add new button) its thickness will
be then specified by the default thickness value and its elevation will be set to the number of
currently existing defined layers multiplied by the default thickness. Its material name will be
set to “layernn”, where nn is the layer number.
The column visible contains a flag that allows to remove the polygons(paths) of that layers
from the screen. Items that are not visible will be not drawn and also not passed to
Sim3DCad, but they are not destroyed and continue to exist in the background.
A click on the header of the column visible will toggle the visibility flags of all layers. If the
Ctrl key is hold down during the click, then all flags are set to No. If the Shift key is hold
down during the click, then all flags are set to Yes.
Non-zero top, bottom and edge parameters will determine the 2D to 3D conversion routine to
add a bevel (chamfer) to the upper perimeter, lower perimeter and vertical edges
independently. They are interpreted as percents of the layer thickness, and should not exceed
absolute values of 30-40. The converter will start the bevel at the given distance below the
upper perimeter, above the lower perimeter or to the left and right of each edge.
Please notice that the top, bottom and edge values shall be regarded only as wish values: the
conversion routine will truncate (or even ignore) them if the chamfering process would lead to
illegal complex polygons.
The top and bottom values may be negative, in which case the bevel is oriented to the exterior
of the body, generating a ledge. In contrast, the edge value must be positive or zero.
When clicked, the headers of the top and bottom columns behave similar to the visible header:
the value sign will be inverted. If the Shift key is hold down during the click the values are set
to 0. If the Ctrl key is hold down during the click the values are set to 10.
The header of the edge column works identically, except that in case of a simple click the
value sign is not inverted, since the edge values are not allowed to be negative.
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The next pictures illustrate the usage of the top, bottom and edge parameters with some
examples.
top = 0, bottom = 0 , edge = 0

top = 20, bottom = -20 , edge = 0

top = 20, bottom = 0 , edge = 20

top = 20, bottom = -20 , edge = 20
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Importing Elevation Plot Files in Sim3DCad
General Considerations
Elevation plot files are considered to be simple text files that contain a matrix of data values.
A rectangular box, having the base surface on the XY plane is constructed and a mesh of
points is uniformly distributed over the top surface of the box. Finally, the data values of the
plot file are assigned to the z-coordinates of the corresponding mesh points.
The following pictures illustrate this.
Initial 2D plot:

Resulting 3D object:

As for other type of files, the importing process occur in two stages: first, the plot file is
loaded into the Plot3DImporter dialog box where preparative changes can be made, and
second, the 3D object is generated and passed to Sim3DCad or saved in a Sim3DCad script.
Each plot is transformed into one single 3D body.
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Start up

To import an elevation plot file, open Sim3DCad and click on the Load button . In the
appearing File selector dialog box, specify file type Elevation Plots as illustrated below:

Select then a *.dat file and click open. The selected file will be passed to the Plot3DImporter
dialog box, which will automatically pop-up and read the file.

The Plot3DImporter
The Plot3DImporter dialog box serves as intermediary platform during the GDS import
process. It allows to set up specific parameters for the final conversion.
Following parameters can be modified:
X-Min, X-Max, Y-Min, Y-Max, Z-Min, Z-Max
Z-Min and Z-Max are set to the minimum and maximum values found in the loaded plot file.
Plot files generated by DIFFRACT ™ may start with a header of following appearance:
*********************************************************************
** NVIRON= 1.00000
Vacuum wavelength=0.650000E+03 nm
**
** Number of Rows= 6
Number of Columns= 6
**
** PZmin= -179.511597
PZmax= 178.281570
**
** Xmin= -0.300000E+01
Xmax= 0.300000E+01
Log10_Scale: 0.00 **
** Ymin= -0.300000E+01
Ymax= 0.300000E+01
Length_Units: mm
**
*********************************************************************
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If such a header is found, the X-Min, X-Max, Y-Min and Y-Max values are picked up from
the file, otherwise they remain unchanged. At start-up X-Min and Y-Min are set to –1 and
X-Max and Y-Max to 1.

With a click on the Scale Z button the Z-Min and Z-Max values will be multiplied by the
specified factor. Of course, they can be modified also directly in the corresponding edit boxes.
Load will take the filename and try to load the data from it. Additional information is
provided in the log-edit box, which can be cleared with the Clear LOG button.
Since the result of the import process must represent a valid solid body, the surface defined by
the plot data will be surrounded by four sidewalls and a closing face, defining a socket. Its
height must be specified with the Socket height value. The value must be positive and greater
then 0.
Thus, the final body will extend in z-direction from Z-Min – Socket height to Z-Max.
Material is a text string which will be assigned to the final 3D body before passing it to
Sim3DCad. It should contain only alphanumeric characters and must be non-empty.
Update Sim3DCAD and Save Sim3DCAD script will initiate the conversion of the data and
generate a Sim3DCad script. Update Sim3DCAD will pass this script directly to the
Sim3DCad, while Save Sim3DCAD script will prompt for a filename and store script into the
selected file, leaving Sim3DCad untouched.
The Triangles and Quads option-buttons dictate how the top surface of the 3D body shall be
build up: by triangular tiles or by rectangles. The rectangles will be parallel to the XY plane;
adjacent rectangles will be joined together by vertical wall-rectangles, resulting in a collection
of small “towers”, one for each entry of the plot data.
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The following pictures illustrate the difference between triangle and quad meshes:
Triangles:

Quads:

Important Notes:
1. Although the Plot3Dimporter can read and convert plot-files with a large number of rows
and columns (the absolute limit is 65534 rows and columns for triangular meshes and 4094
rows and 65534 columns for quad meshes), due to the very large number of generated faces,
the computing time becomes prohibitive for plot-files with more then approximate 128 rows
and columns.
2. The conversion routine generates in elementary steps more distinct small faces then really
needed. Depending on the values of the plot file, more or less many adjacent faces could be
grouped together into one single larger face. To perform this task, please select, after
importing in Sim3DCad, the Clean up feature of the Trim tool.
3. Generally, the conversion into triangular tiles is faster and produces less faces then the
conversion into quad tiles.
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